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Robin Beck - Tears In The Rain
Tom: D
Intro: D  A  Em  G  A  D
        D  A  Em  G  A  D

        D
It's a rainy night and it's over

Tears are gonna fall any minute now
       G             A                Bm
And I know that it's you I gotta get over
      C                       A
I know I do but I don't know how

      D
I pretend that I'm in control now

I won't fall apart till I walk away
       G         A                    Bm
And I say to myself you're gonna be stronger
     C                         A
I tell myself it's better this way

F
 You can't see tears in the rain
C                         Gm
 No matter how hard you try
                      Bb
 You'll never see anything
           C           F
 Only the rain in my eyes
                             C
 You can't see tears in the rain
                       Gm
 So as we're sayin' goodbye
                          Bb
 Guess I'll be cryin' in vain
                      C             F
'cause you can't see tears in the rain

     D
The time has come

I'm letting go now

I put it all behind me and just turn the page
          G          A                   Bm
And I'll make you believe that it don't matter
        C                       A
You'll never see it's all a charade

F
 You can't see tears in the rain
C
 No matter how hard you try
Gm
 You'll never see anything
Bb          C          F
 Only the rain in my eyes
                             C
 You can't see tears in the rain
                         Gm

 So as we're sayin' goodbye
                          Bb
 Guess I'll be cryin' in vain
                        C            F
 'cause you can't see tears in the rain

  C            Dm
Tears in the rain

    Bb        Eb  Bb   Fm  Ab
Oh no,  oh oh,        ah ah

   Bb           Eb  Bb
(tears in the rain)
           Fm
You ain't never gonna see my tears in the rain
             Ab
'cause the rain's gonna fall and you won't see my pain at all
Ab               Fm                 Bb          Eb
And there's the rain comes down I don't wanna go
Ab                   Fm              Bb          Eb
I see the memories flash before my eyes like a ghost
Gm       Eb                  F
I fantasize that there's a glimmer of hope
        Bb
But it's over

It'll never be the same

Gb
  You can't see the tears in the rain
Db
  No matter how hard you try
Abm                     B
  You'll never see anything
             Db      Gb
Only the rain in my eyes
Gb
  You can't see tears in the rain
Db
  So as we're sayin' goodbye
Abm                        B
  Guess I'll be cryin' in vain
                        Db           Gb
  'cause you can't see tears in the rain
 Db
Oh oh
            Abm
(you ain't never gonna see my tears in the rain.)
B
Baby, baby

('cause the rain's gonna fall, baby)

Gb
  You can't see the tears in the rain
Db
  No matter how hard you try
Abm                    B
  You'll never see anything
           Db        Gb
  Only the rain in my eyes
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